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1 - Chicken Nuggets

The return of Rainbow Wyndia( win-need-da)

This story has been made in inspiration of work that all my friends have done, you can join the story too,
just leave your personality, fav b.b. character, and hobby on your comment on my Profile if you are
joining.

My character parings aren't in this story so u can get a date with ur fav character.

BUT BRYAN IS MINE!!! ALL MINE!!!!! MWAHAHAHAHA

 

Chapter 1 evil kitties!!! MWHAHAHAHAHAHA

 

Rainbow: OMG GUESS WHAT GUYS!?

Everyone: WHAT?!

Rainbow: I need to go to the bathroom!

Everyone: (anime tear drop)



Tala: Do u need help(he is saying it sarcastitcally)

Rainbow: shut up Tala!

Bryan: Who wants Chicken Nuggets!?

Everyone looks at him like he's had his hair torn out by a chimpanzee

 

Rainbow: MEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!..........................

Spencer: don't u need the bathroom?

Rainbow: …………not anymore

They all start running for their lives as bryan offers her some chicken Nuggets

Bryan: OOOKKAYYY THEN!..................

In a different part of the house………

 

Tala: I'm glad we got away from them!

Mariah: Yeah, you're right, I hate chicken Nuggets!



Everyone: WHAT!?

Max: Hey where's Tyson? I saw him a minute ago…..

 

Kai: he's probably eating everything in sigh as usuall

Ray: AHHHHHHHH!!!! STOP EATING MY ARM TYSON!!!

Tyson: BUT YOU TASTE LIKE CHICKEN!

MARIAH: NOOOO NOT THE CHICKEN AGAIN!

Runs away

 

Michael: This is going to be a long day

 

Johnny: u got that right

Daichi: OMG IM SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO BORED!!!!

Kevin: Lets Play FABLE in my X-box

Daichi: but its m rated



Kevin: Screw THAT!

Bryan: WHO WANTS CHICKEN NUGGETS!?

Everyone: AHHHHHHHHHHH   (o_o)

 

 

Okey dokey that's chap 1 put ur character in my story, I do parings(no yaoi)

An bryan is mine!

 



2 - the super girls

Chapter 2: The Super Girls (that is, the super idiots)

Rainbow: Ok we are going to start a superhero team

Mariah: Yes!!!!, this is going to be sooo much fun!

Tala: except that it's you girls who are on the team

Emily: HEY! WHATS THAT SUPPOSED TO MEAN?!

Tala: EEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Mariah: HA! JERK!

Amaya: TALA IS NOT A JERK, HE IS SEXY!!!!

Rainbow: And who might you be?

Amaya: Amaya Ivanov, and I wish to join your team!



Rainbow: okey dokey then, say where did colleen go?

Colleen: Right here Rainbow!

Rainbow: Okay then, lets wait for the boys to come and we will leave

Tala: we're back!…… Well hello there, what's your name gorgeous?

Amaya: (blushes) I'm … uh amaya… you're and awesome beyblader…

Tala: (blushes back) you too….. Uh do u beyblade?

Rainbow: Okay! Enough blushey blushey!……….start making out already!!!

Tala and Amaya: UHHHHH!!!! (They both blush 50 shades of red)

Colleen: Oh! And they aren't allowed to like each other?

Tala and Amaya: ????????

Bryan: DADDYS HERE SUGAR!!!!!

Rainbow: Hi daddy (makes out with Bryan like crazy)



Skye: make sure you use a condom

(Everyone just looks at Skye)

Rainbow: HEY! YOU”RE THE ONE WHO GOT PREGNANT FROM ROBERT!

Skye: Ehhhhh……(runs away, ill make a story about Skye and Robert soon. Skye's Rainbow's younger
sister, and Raymond's fraternal twin)

Robert:……this is uncouth..

Bryan: Shut up, so Rainbow and me can make out again!

Rainbow: Yum Yum!

Mariah: I thought we were going to be super heroes….

Rainbow: Screw that, lets keep having random moments

Tala: How's about we go on a date Amaya?

Amaya: Sure! I'd love to!



Robert: here are a couple tickets to go see blink-182

Rainbow: WHAT!!!!! I WANT SOME!!!!!!!!!! AHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!
BLINK-1822222222!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!EEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!

Emily: I'm not even going to ask where he got those from….

(knock knock)

Amaya: who's at the door?

Rainbow: (opens) OH! ITS MONKEY-NINJA!!!! OMG!! HOW ARE YOU???!!!

Monkey-ninja: OMG!!! ITS RAINBOW AND AMAYA!!! HOW ARE U GUYS!?

Rainbow and Amaya: GOOD!

Bryan: Look Rainbow! A closet!…. are u thinking what I'm thinking?

Rainbow: heh heh I sure am (they both run into the closet)

Spencer: OMG they are not!

Tala: Sick! Come on Amaya, Lets go to the concert



Amaya: YAAAAAAYYYYY!!!!

(They leave)

Daichi: (comes downstairs after a long nap) ahhhhh.. whats going on?

Monkey-ninja: Rainbow and Bryan are in the closet…

Daichi: Nothing new about that!

Monkey-ninja: Hey, you are kinda cute!, wanna go out?

Daichi: (blushes) sure, I think you're cute too

Bryan: hey do u two need the closet? Rainbow and me are moving into the kitchen…

Gustav: (Roberts butler [as seen in the 1st season}) NOT ON MY WATCH!!!!

Rainbow and Bryan: AAHHHHHHH!!!!! A SCARY OLD MAN!!!!!!!!!!!

(Bryan and rainbow run away)

Brooklyn: Wow! How random was that?

Spencer: AHHHH!!!! WHERE DID YOU COME FROM?



Brooklyn: My mom!

Daichi: hahahahaha!!!!

Monkey-ninja: hahahahaha!!!!!

Daichi: I like a girl with a sense of humor… (kisses her)

Monkey-ninja: ^-^ (This is the best moment of my life!!!!!)

MEANWHILE:

The blink-182 concert has ended, and Tala And Amaya are walking towards the house

Tala: uhhh…so did you have fun?

Amaya: yes…. You?

Tala: Yep, so do you want to go out again?

Amaya: Sure!



BACK AT THE HOUSE

Monkey-ninja: Hey Daichi!, do you wanna watch The notebook?

Daichi: …. Okay, I'll make some popcorn!!!

Tyson: Can I join you?

Daichi: NOOOOO!!!! THIS IS SUPPOSED TO BE MY HOT DATE!!!!

Monkey-ninja: YAAAAYYY!!! YOU THINK I'M HOT!!!!

Soo Amaya and Tala went out on more dates, they eventually went steady.

Rainbow and Bryan made out like a couple of animals

And monkey-ninja and daichi had seven kids, lived in a trailer and sold tuber ware

(NO! im seriously kidding monkey-ninja! But you two did have some hot dates)

The End



You can still join my story Too!!!!

Beybladegirl 66 will be in the next chapter

And as for amaya and monkey-ninja, you guys are still in the story so keep on reading!!1

Thank you for joining

Guys in the story that are already taken are Bryan, Tala, Daichi, Brooklyn, Ian, Robert

Note for guys who are reading this: 

If you want, you can pair up with my girl characters

Find pics on my list so u know what they look like

Here is some of them:

Alicha



Kippy

Mego

Carla

But rainbow, colleen, and skye were already taken by beyblade boys

Anyway, if you asked to be in this chapter, but just wasn't featured, then go to the next one

Happy reading
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